Bio Shield nanofibre antimicrobial film for iPhone 12/12 Pro
SKU: TEABSCRIP12M

Flexible, ultra-strong display film with additive to significantly reduce microbes and bacteria, for iPhone
12/12 Pro
LIGHTWEIGHT, DURABLE, ANTIMICROBIAL
The Bioshield nanofibre film is the perfect solution for those who want to protect their iPhone 12/12 Pro with a high-hygiene product.
With just one product that is incredibly durable over time, you can reduce bacteria and microbes on the display surface and, at the same time,
protect the screen from bumps and scratches.
THE IMPORTANCE OF A HYGIENIC FILM
Your smartphone's display is touched many times throughout the day. The same device can also be used by several people or come into contact
with different surfaces, sometimes not perfectly clean.
The Biomaster additive, incorporated into the film during production, can proactively reduce, prevent and inhibit the growth of bacteria by up to
99.9% on the treated surface.
This technology leverages the use of silver ions and is certified as ensuring an excellent degree of hygiene for both man and the environment. The
additive is not simply applied to the surface but is an integral part of the film material: the guaranteed protection is total, 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. Furthermore, Biomaster has been tested to comply with ISO 22196.
THE UNIQUENESS OF NANOTECHNOLOGY
The Bioshield film is made of nanofibre. Lightweight and flexible, this protection boasts impact-resistant edges. It stops the hands of time: the
durability of this product and its strength make it an ideal accessory for those who make their smartphone a lifestyle.
FEATURES:
Antimicrobial film with Biomaster additive
Made of nanofibre and TPU
Reduction of bacteria by up to 99.9%
24/7 protection
Flexible and lightweight

Impact and scratch resistant

Bio Shield nanofibre antimicrobial film for iPhone 12/12 Pro
SKU: TEABSCRIP12M

Technical data
Color: black
EAN: 8018417309694
SKU: TEABSCRIP12M
Compatibility Group: apple_iphone_12_max_12_pro
Type: Antimicrobial film with Biomaster additive
Material: Nano Fiber + TPU
Finishing/Feature: Reduction of bacteria by up to 99.9%

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 200 mm
Width Pack: 90 mm
Depth Inner: 120 mm
Height Pack: 15 mm
Weight Pack: 61 g
Width Inner: 100 mm
Amount Inner: 6
Depth Master: 440 mm
Height Inner: 210 mm
Weight Inner: 420 g
Width Master: 410 mm
Amount Master: 96
Height Master: 240 mm
Weight Master: 7485 g
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